
Offer subject to change. Cancel anytime at [Include cancellation instructions – ie. 
MyOrange]. Amazon.com, Inc. and its affiliates are not sponsors of this promotion. Amazon 
Prime is 29 EGP /month after the promotional offer period. Amazon, Amazon Prime, and all 

related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. 
 

Prepaid and Postpaid Orange customers are eligible to Amazon Prime service through 
Orange subscription channels: 
  Through dialing#266#  
 MyOrange 

 
Or by clicking https://backend.orange.eg/deeplinkredirect.html?screen=caf that directs the customers 
to Amazon’s webpage to complete the sign-up process after agreeing to Amazon’s terms 
and conditions. 
 First 30 days are free trial, customers will be charged for 29 EGP/ month that will be 
deducted from main balance or added to the bill after the free period. 
Subscription will be monthly renewable and customer can cancel Amazon Prime 
subscription at any time by sending “Stop Prime” to 7810 

Amazon Prime allows you to enjoy Free Shipping and same day delivery on your orders from 
Amazon.eg and watch/download popular global movies, and TV, award-winning Amazon 
Originals and live international sporting events from your favourite device through Prime Video. 

You will need to agree to Amazon’s terms and conditions to enjoy a 30-Day Trial. Reseller 
reserves the right to revoke the Amazon subscription at any time for violation of the terms of 
service, fraudulent activity, or violation of law, without refunding. For any customer issues, or 
billing issues; please contact the customer care on 110. 

 Offer subject to change anytime.  Amazon, Amazon Prime, Prime Video, Amazon Music and all 
related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. and its affiliates. These Terms cover 
eligibility, activation, billing, cancellation and other elements regarding the Amazon 
subscriptions obtained through Orange. Orange is a promotional and billing partner of Amazon.  
Amazon owns, operates and provides the Amazon services that are in your subscription.   

https://backend.orange.eg/deeplinkredirect.html?screen=caf

